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Lots of gamers used to find those rewards because it's very necessary resources to play. 
However, to become a Coin Master in a minimum time, you definitely need to collect those 
Spins and Coins.

Moon Active releases the reward links and other events on their social media pages. But it is not 
so easy to find them and collect them. So, here all the users can find 25 Spins, 50 Spins, 70 
Spins, 400 Spins, and more.

Introduction

Coin Master is a well-known casual multiplayer game for mobile devices. It is available for both 
Android and iOS devices for free. To play the game, you need to sign up with a Facebook 
account only. Now, the game contains two main screens which are the slot machine and village. 
Users need to spend maximum time to spin the slot machine. Because it is the main source of 
every essential item. Then the next step is to upgrade the village item to increase the level. 
There are more than 422 villages available and each of them comes with different graphics & 
visuals.

But to use the Slot Machine, players need to have sufficient spins. Also, the Coins are 
necessary elements for upgrading the village items as well. There are four items available in 
each village and it can be upgraded five times. Once you complete it fully, the next level will 
unlock. Make sure, the upper level takes more coins to upgrade. So, collect the coins and spins 
as much as possible.

How to Get Free Spins for Coin Master
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There are plenty of ways available to get free spins for the Coin Master game. Also, you should 
know all those ways and try to implement them as well. Because, without spins, you can't use 
the Slot Machine. And without a slot machine, you can't get coins, spins, hammers, coin bags, 
shields, etc.

1. Spin and Coin Reward Links: The reward links for both Spins and Coins are the easy 
way to collect. All players can claim the bonuses by clicking on the link. It does not want 
any special requirements and beginners can claim it with a single click. Make sure, you 
have the latest and working links. Because those reward links can expire in the next 3 
days. But don't worry, here we provide all tested and working current links. So, explore 
those and claim on your game inventory.

2. Invite Social Media Friends: It is another simple way to earn free spins and coins for free. 
Because you sign up for the game with a Facebook account and mostly you have 
friends. So, send the invite link to the Facebook friends and once they join, instantly you 
get a few spins. It is more beneficial for those users who have lots of friends.

3. Earn More Spins on Events: Coin Master organized various events frequently such as 
Viking Quest, Golden Pass, Magical Trail, Coin Craze, etc. Users can participate in those 
events and earn a massive amount of rewards. You definitely need to complete various 
tasks but in the end, it provides huge spins and other prizes.

4. Share Spins with Opponent Players or Friends: The game gives the option to share the 
spins with friends or other gamers as a gift. So, you can ask your friends for a few spins. 
Similarly, you can share spins with others. During this, the game gives some extra spin 
as a bonus for free. It can be 50 Spins or more. As you can see, it is a win-win situation 
for both of them.

5. Get Hourly Bonuses: The developer wants every player to spend more and more time 
playing. So, they offer an hourly reward system where users can get a few spins. It is 
another simple and way way to earn spins but you need to play hours to get them.

6. Watch Promotional Video Ad: We see, that lots of games contain video ads and they 
give few rewards to those users who watch the ad. Similarly, Coin Master also contains 
promotional video ads and when you watch them completely, you will receive free spins.

Slot Machine to Collect Rewards

The Slot Machine is the main element that contains few items. It has three columns and below 
them, you get a red button for Spinning the wheel. Here it takes one Spin and if you don't have 
then it will not work. Now, at the top of this button, get to see the number of spins you have. 
However, players need to match three similar symbols in a row to collect them.

There are six types of symbols are available on that Slot Machine. For example:



1. Coin Bag: The Coin Bag contains lots of coins and once you match three symbols on a 
row then get the highest number of coins. But this item is an exception because, if users 
get only one Coin Bag still they will receive a few coins.

2. Hammer: A hammer is used to attack the opponent player's village. This will help users 
to attack and loot huge coins from another base. When you match three Hammer 
symbols in a row then it takes you to a new village and shows four points. Then tap on 
them and loot the coins.

3. Shield: Shield defends your village from opposing players' attacks. So, if you don't have 
any shield then anyone can attack or raid your village. Try to collect at least three 
Shields all the time.

4. Gold Coin: Gold Coin also provides a few coins and it works similarly to the coin bag. For 
example, if the users get a single coin symbol still they get a few coins. But for the 
maximum benefits, it requires three symbols in a row.

5. Pig Robber: Pig Robber gives the option to raid other players' bases and collect massive 
coins. When you get the three Pig face symbols, then it takes on a new village and 
shows four cross marks. One of them has no coin but three of them contain the coins. 
Now, you should tap on those cross signs and collect the coins. Here Foxy Pet helps 
players earn maximum coins during the raid.

6. Energy Capsule: If you get three energy capsules in a row then it gives 10 spins. It will 
automatically credited to the inventory immediately. Now, use those free spins to use the 
Slot Machine.

How many villages are available on Coin Master

There are more than 422 villages available but the best part is, that Coin Master added new 
villages through updates. All those village comes with their own theme and visuals. For 
example: Ancient Egypt, Sunny Hawaii, Inca, Snowy Alps, etc.

What Pets can do in Coin Master

Pets are the animals and in this game, players can get lots of advantages from them. There are 
three types of Pets available Foxy, Tiger, and Rhino. Each of them can do different tasks to help 
users.

For example Foxy can maximize your raid loot, Tiger can boost the number of coins during 
hammer attack, and Rhino can protect the village from the opponent's hammer attacks. Coin 
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